**ERIH PLUS ADVISORY GROUP MEETING AND DINNER**

12:00 The Advisory Group Meeting at NSD headquarters

18:30 Check In at Radisson Blu Royal Hotel

19:30 Seminar Dinner at a local restaurant close to Raddison Blu Royal Hotel

**ERIH PLUS SEMINAR at Radisson Blu Royal Hotel**

09:30 *Welcome and introduction*, by Associate Director of NSD Knut Kalgraff Skjåk

09:40 *The status of ERIH PLUS 2020 and its surroundings/influences*, by Head of Section Kristin Gåsemyr, NSD

09:55 *ERIH PLUS – past and present*, by Advisory Group member Dr. Nina Kancewicz-Hoffman, Institute of Literary Research, Polish Academy of Sciences

10:15 *ERIH PLUS – Dimensions.ai through a SHH lens*, by Senior Data Manager Dr. Brian Kirkegaard Lunn, Digital Science

10:30 Discussion

10:45 Coffee Break

11:05 *The future of ERIH PLUS in the context of other developments*, by Advisory Group member Professor Gunnar Sivertsen, NIFU

11:25 *ABP, the register of Academic Book Publishers*, by Dr. Elea Giménez Toledo, Spanish National Research Council

11:40 *Status of work in cOAlition S with mapping and compliance options*, by Senior Adviser Dr. Jon Øygarden Flæten, The Research Council of Norway

12:00 Discussion

12:15 Lunch

13:10 *ERIH PLUS: the National Experts, quality assurance, and Open Access*, by Special Adviser Dr. Rolf Halse, NSD

13:25 *How has ERIH Plus become a key source list for the social sciences and humanities in Poland? Transforming landscape of journal evaluation*, by National Expert in Poland Professor Emanuel Kulczycki, Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań

13:40 *ERIH PLUS and journal lists for national bibliographic databases: The case of the Flemish VABB-SHW*, by National Expert in Belgium Dr. Raf Guns, University of Antwerp

13:55 Discussion

14:10 *Closing remarks* from Associate Director of NSD Knut Kalgraff Skjåk